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Chairman’s Column
SNR Conference: The State of Maritime Historical Research

On Saturday 9 September 2017, the SNR in conjunction with Greenwich 
Maritime Centre (GMC) held the first ever conference that it has staged 
under its own auspices, with the GMC providing excellent facilities in 
Queen Anne Court. The conference attracted over 70 delegates including 
many members of the Society, and was generally considered by those 
attending to have been an enormous success.

The conference programme was put together by David Davies and 
Cathryn Pearce from SNR, together with Chris Ware from GMC. The 
aims and objectives of the conference were to stimulate debate and 
consideration of the future of maritime history education and research.   
A full report of the conference by David Davies can be seen on the SNR 
website.

In recent years there has been significant debate within the Society 
about the changes that have been occurring in university treatment of 
maritime and nautical history, and the effects being felt on both education 
and research. The diversity of university courses in the maritime area of 
study has increased, but it remains unclear as to whether current studies 
are consequently becoming narrow and thereby inadequately addressing 
the broad issues of the maritime and nautical field. Similarly, maritime 
museums have faced many challenges in recent years, not all of them 
financial, but they have also developed some exciting new ways of engaging 
with the public. Indeed, the whole question of the extent of public interest 
in, and knowledge of, the sea and its history, at a time when many believe 
Britain to be afflicted with ‘sea blindness’, is a matter of considerable and 
ongoing concern to the Society. To address the issues of concern, and to 
attempt to identify potential ways ahead, the conference brought together 
contributors from across the field of maritime history.

The first item on the agenda of the conference was the presentation of 
the Anderson Lifetime Achievement award to Professor John Hattendorf.   
Council has recently approved the introduction of this award, and it was 
agreed that John Hattendorf would be a worthy first recipient. It was 
considered that it would be entirely appropriate and an ideal opportunity 
to present the award to John at the conference. The citation for the award 
noted that

Professor John Hattendorf had just retired from his post as the Ernest 
J. King Professor of Maritime History at the US Naval War College. 
There are few scholars, if any, who have made a greater impact on the 
fields of maritime history and strategy covering a broad period from 
the Middle Ages to the twentieth century. The extraordinary extent 
of his work can be easily found on the Internet. It would be otiose to 
repeat it here. Rather than one great work Professor Hattendorf has 
contributed constructively to a mass of material that is remarkable 
both for its extent and its significance. Not least of his contributions 
has been his contribution to analysing the evolving methodology of 
nautical research.
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The award was therefore presented 
by David Davies, a vice-president of 
the Society, as the first item on the 
conference agenda.

Professor Hattendorf then 
presented the day’s first keynote 
address, which immediately struck 
an upbeat, positive tone. In his view, 
the last 20 years or so have seen the 
discipline become ever broader and 
more vibrant, with more journals 
appearing and more dimensions 
being studied; therefore, it was time 
for us to stop worrying about the 
state of the discipline and get on with 
research and writing.

The morning sessions were 
chaired by Katie Parker. Session one, 
‘Maritime History and Education’, 
saw papers by Susan Rose, and 
Benjamin Redding of Warwick 
University. In session two, ‘New 
Disciplinary Horizons’, there were 
papers by Susann Liebich and 
Laurence Publicover of Heidelburg 
University and Bristol University, 
Sam Robinson of York University, 

and Cathryn Pearce and Michael Talbot of Greenwich University.
After lunch the second keynote address was given by Professor Eric 

Grove. The afternoon sessions were chaired by David Davies. Session 
three, ‘Maritime History and Museum Curation’, featured papers by 
Clair Warrior of the National Maritime Museum and Jo Stanley of Hull 
University. Session four, ‘Maritime History and Regional Horizons’, saw 
papers from Oliver Gates of Cambridge University and Mark Matthews 
from the Welsh Institute of Maritime Historical Studies.

The third keynote address was then given by Professor Richard Harding.  
A final round-table discussion chaired by David Davies followed, which 
saw some lively contributions from the floor being fielded by the three 
keynote speakers.

The general feeling was that the conference had been an enormous 
success, and thanks go to Dr Tim Acott, director of Greenwich Maritime 
Centre, and his staff, to David Davies, Cathryn Pearce and Chris Ware, 
and to everybody else who contributed to make the day such a great 
achievement. The proceedings of this conference will be published as a 
special issue of Topmasts, and discussions are being held as to whether 
and when the Society might hold a further conference. We are keen to 
hear views about the latter issue, and the question of the theme that such 
a conference might address, both from those who were at Greenwich and 
from all other members of the Society.

Admiral Sir Kenneth Eaton

Presentation of the Anderson Lifetime Achievement 
Award to Professor John Hattendorf. Photograph by 
Richard Bateman

http://research-information.bristol.ac.uk/en/persons/laurence-j-w-publicover(23ce0171-fbc5-41a6-8454-4dcfcae4d0cd).html
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Editor’s Notes
Welcome to the November edition of Topmasts. First I would like to 
congratulate Professor John Hattendorf on the Anderson Lifetime 
Achievement Award, and add my thanks to him for his regular contribution 
to Topmasts. You can read his latest report in this edition.

I must apologize to those who are looking forward to reading a 
northern edition, as that has been postponed until February. Maritime 
History North will be holding their next seminar at the Discovery 
Museum, Newcastle, in early November, and the February edition will 
include a number of papers from that seminar. This edition contains what 
I hope is an interesting mix of papers, news, notification of conferences 
and lectures, and four newly published books by members. Among the 
papers is a new look at the loss of RMS Titanic, a report on two small 
East Anglian museums, run by people who are passionate about aspects of 
maritime history, and a celebration of John Bingeman’s 60 years of diving. 
Look out also for John’s artefact identification challenge.

Following SNR’s very successful conference considering the state of 
maritime research, which asked many questions about the future and 
suggested some ways forward. For those who were not able to come to 
Greenwich in September we are intending to publish a Topmasts special 
edition which will include papers from all the speakers at the conference. 
We are hoping that this will be published before Christmas, so look out 
for it in the usual place in the SNR website.

Please keep in mind that Topmasts is nothing without the contributions 
of the many contributing authors (please keep them coming!) and in many 
editions I have asked for contributions from readers who can tell us about 
their local maritime museum, or one that they have visited. In this edition 
Bob Smith gives two examples of what I would like to publish in future 
– short interesting pieces about small, local maritime museums. Please get 
your pens out!

Nigel Blanchford 
topmasts@snr.org.uk

The Italian Navy’s Submarine ‘Andrea Provana’

In Turin, on the left bank of the river Po, at the local branch of the ANMI 
(National Association of the Italian Navy’s Sailors) is preserved a segment 
of one of the oldest submarines still visible to the public. 

It is the upper central section of the Andrea Provana, a submarine 
that was commissioned in the Italian navy at the very end of the First 
World War. Save for the vertical external plates, all the submarine’s parts 
are original; it is therefore still possible to see the original riveting on the 
plates of the internal pressure hull and the upper frames that connect them 
to the external hull. Inside, the control room and the conning tower still 
have all their original equipment and fittings, including the furniture of 
the captain’s cabin.

The Provana was one of the four units of the Barbarigo class that 
was designed by Cesare Laurenti on a modified double-hull principle. 
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In 1906, after having served in the Italian navy’s Genio Navale (Corps 
of Naval Constructors), Laurenti left the navy and joined the Fiat-San 
Giorgio as director of the Muggiano shipyard. In 1913 the Royal Navy 
had a requirement for an ‘overseas submarine’ and approached Fiat San-
Giorgio. This approach led Laurenti to produce a design for a double-
hulled submarine propelled on the surface by geared steam machinery, 
a design which became the HM Submarine Swordfish built by Scotts’ 
Shipbuilding Co. to a slightly modified design.

The ‘Andrea Provana’ on sea trials (Photograph courtesy of E. Bagnasco and Storia Militare)

The upper mid-section of the Italian navy’s submarine ‘Andrea Provana’ (Author’s photograph, 
courtesy of  ANMI, Gruppo Umberto Grosso, Torino)
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Andrea Provana’s main specifications were: 

Overall length 67 metres; beam 5.9 metres; draught (average) 3.81 
metres
Displacement surfaced 762 tons; submerged 924 tons (metric)
Propulsion: two Fiat diesel engines totalling 2,600 shp; two Ansaldo 
electric motors totalling 1,400 shp
Maximum speed surfaced 17 knots; submerged 10 knots
Maximum range on surface 2,071 nm at 11 knots

Their maximum testing diving depth was only 40 to 50 metres, because 
at the time of their design Laurenti believed that surface ships posed 
no great threat to a submerged submarine that would therefore be safe 
operating at no greater depth.

Their armament composed of 6 x 45 centimetre torpedo tubes, four in 
the bow torpedo room and two in the stern torpedo room, six torpedoes 
with no spare, and 2 x 76 millimetre/30 calibres guns (other sources say 
76 millimetre/40 calibres), one before and one aft of the tower. The crew 
amounted to 4 officers and 36 ratings.

The boats of the Barbarigo class had some excellent qualities: they 
were highly manoeuvrable, very fast on surface and submerged, but the 
elevated surface and submerged speed, characteristic of the Laurenti-type 
boats, was achieved at the expense of the diving depth. They were very 
stable when submerged and well balanced in all their characteristics. At 
the time of their design, they were thought well suited to operate in the 
Mediterranean Sea.

The Barbarigo class were built by the Fiat-San Giorgio Muggiano 
shipyard at La Spezia and were all laid down in October 1915, but their 
construction was delayed when Italy joined the war on the side of the Allies 
and it became apparent that they were too large to be used in the naval war 
in the shallow and restricted waters of the Adriatic Sea, where smaller 
boats were needed. The four boats were launched between December 
1917 and August 1918, and were commissioned in 1918/19. 

Being designed on requirements expressed at the beginning of the First 
World War, by the time of their commissioning the Barbarigos were already 
obsolete, owing largely to their limited diving depth and the inability to 
stay submerged for any extended period.

The Veniero sank with the loss of all its crew after being rammed while 
submerged by a merchant ship in 1925; the other units served largely as 
training boats. The Barbarigo was decommissioned in 1928 and the Nani 
in 1935, becoming the longest serving unit of her class.

The Provana was laid down on 16 October 1915, launched on 27 January 
1918 and commissioned on 10 November 1918, and never did a war 
cruise. In 1923, along with the Barbarigo, she took part in the temporary 
occupation by the Italians of the Greek island of Corfu. 

After that, like her sister boats, she was often employed in a training 
role. On 30 March 1927 she suffered the explosion of the starboard diesel 
engine that injured six sailors, and had to be towed to the naval base at La 
Spezia. Most probably the damaged engine was not repaired and she was 
laid out in ordinary.
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In December the Provana was used for testing the feasibility of using a 
small reconnaissance seaplane from a submarine. While a larger submarine, 
the Ettore Fieramosca, provided with a cylindrical watertight hangar 
was ordered, the Provana was fitted with a provisional hangar made of 
circular light metal frames covered with cloth. To the after deck was fitted 
a rail that led from the hangar to well beyond the stern. On this rail ran a 
trolley upon which the seaplane was placed, a Dornier ‘Libelle’ powered 
by a Siemens Halske 55 HP radial engine. The plane had been expressly 
modified with detachable wings in order to be accommodated in the 2- 
metre hangar. 

The trials were intended only to demonstrate the feasibility of embarking 
a plane and the times required to put in the water and retrieve it to the 
hangar; they were conducted with the submarine stationary. Once extracted 
from the hangar and assembled, the plane, with its engine running, was put 
in the water by trimming down by the stern the submarine until it floated. 

The seaplane is being assembled; note on the right the canvas-covered provisional hangar (Photograph courtesy of 
‘Storia Militare’)

The ‘Libelle’ is ready to be ‘launched’ (Photograph courtesy of ‘Storia Militare’)
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Recovering the plane was a bit more laborious: with the submarine down 
by the stern, two sailors in diver’s gear had to lead the floating plane onto 
the trolley that was at the end of the rail. Once the plane was securely fixed 
to the trolley, the stern of the submarine was raised and a group of sailors 
had to manually hoist it along the rails.

The trial showed that the system was impractical: too much time was 
needed both to put the plane in the water and recover it to the hangar. 
When the Fieramosca was completed, the cylinder was removed before 
she began her sea trials (see Vigna, 59–64).

On 21 January 1928 the Provana was decommissioned and destined for 
scrapping.

Shortly after its decommissioning, it was decided to use its central upper 
segment, from just before the bow-gun mounting to the rear of the tower, 
to represent the navy at the Turin’s 1928 International Exhibition. At the 
closing of the exhibition, the Provana, minus the bow gun that disappeared 
after the exhibition, was hauled to the local branch of the ANMI where it 
still lies.

Currently, owing to the lack of interest of the City of Turin’s Council, 
the ANMI’s members, who recently have repaired and repainted the 
exterior of the submarine, making it watertight again, admirably shoulder 
the burden of the Provana’s maintenance.

The sailors of the ANMI warmly welcome any visitor to the Andrea 
Provana, ideally on afternoons, but visits are by prior appointment only. 

The ANMI address and contacts are:

Viale Marinai d’Italia, 1
10126 Torino 
Telephone +39 011 696 3245
Email anmitorino@gmail.com

I wish to thank the president and members of Turin’s ANMI Gruppo 
Umberto Grosso for their assistance and Mr Maurizio Brescia, editor 
of the magazine Storia Militare for his kind permission to use material 
published in the magazine.

Further Reading
Flamigni, A., A. Turrini and T. Marcon, Sommergibili italiani, cento anni 

di vita tra storia e leggenda, Rome, 1990
Turrini, A., Almanacco dei sommergibili, vol. 2, Rome, 2003
Bagnasco, E., ‘Un sommergibile in Riva al Po’, Storia Militare 80 (May 
2000)

Vigna, A., ‘Idrovolanti per i sommergibili italiani’, Storia Militare 225 
(June 2012)

Aldo Antonicelli
SNR Member
dcbpan@tin.it

mailto:anmitorino@gmail.com
mailto:dcbpan@tin.it
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How Did The ‘Unsinkable’ Sink?
A chief engineer’s perspective

The question of why the Titanic sank 
has never been fully answered and 
remains one of the great popular 
maritime mysteries even after the 
passage of more than a hundred years. 
There are many theories from defective 
metal in the ship’s construction to a fire 
in the bunkers that was never put out 

and which fatally weakened the ship. The fundamental reason for this 
uncertainty is that only half an answer has been given.

There were two sides to this disaster. The explanations of what occurred 
and what actions were taken ‘top side’ has been fully documented with 
eyewitness evidence. What happened deep in the depths of the vessel, 
the ‘bottom side’ events, below the waterline in the engine room, has 
never been examined with the same rigour because few people have the 
knowledge or experience to piece together the facts. 

There are no statements from those dead engineers who, had they 
managed to pump out the incoming water, would have saved the ship. 
This should have been possible in a modern vessel of the period with 
serviceable equipment. The reason this did not happen was due to hitherto 
disregarded factors which are described in this paper, a theory based on 
my personal experience as a chief engineer on coal-fired ships.

The basis of the theory relies on understanding the physical environment 
and working practices in the engine and boiler rooms of coal-burning 
ships. The boiler room of a coal-fired ship was a very unpleasant place, 
rather like working in a coal mine that was on fire during an earthquake, 
with debilitating environmental conditions of heat, noise, dust and fumes 
compounded by physical considerations of ship’s movement and darkness. 
Effective lighting in the boiler room was not practical since the mass of 
boilers placed side by side and end to end reaching right up to the deck 
head meant that overhead lights were useless. The only lights to be seen 
were on the boiler gauges on the front of each boiler plus the glow of the 
furnaces when the doors were open It was hard for a stoker to see the 
ingress of water, especially as it has been recently proved that the iceberg 
did not make a large hole in the ship. Water was coming in through strained 
plate joints in number 6 boiler room rather like a waterfall. 

It was in this boiler room that the fatal chain of disaster continued, a 
series of unrelated but, on their own, manageable events that came together 
with catastrophic consequences. It was here in this boiler room’s associated 
bunker that a fire has been reported. Bunker fires were common in coal- 
fired steam ships and, although requiring attention, were not considered 
an unmanageable danger. Spontaneous combustion would occur without 
warning in the coal bunkers where a small area, usually in the centre of the 
mass, would cause the coal to smoulder but would not fully burn due to 
lack of oxygen. 

This was not considered as an immediate threat since there was a 
practised drill which would have been carried out to deal with such a fire. 
Water was not used as this would add oxygen; instead the affected coal 
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would be extracted from the bottom of the bunker (due to lethal fumes 
rising to the top) then laid out, sorted and removed. However, where to 
put this extracted coal was a problem since the stoke hold was too small 
for 400 tonnes to be laid out; burning it in the boilers which were not in 
use would take too long.

There was no designated containment area built into ships for such 
a purpose, so an appropriate space would be commandeered on a case-
by-case basis. In the Titanic, this would probably have been forward of 
number 6 boiler room in the ‘fireman passage’. This was a ‘mole hole’ 
corridor at the bottom of the ship, running a quarter of the length of the 
ship from the crew quarters in the bows to the engine room. The ship’s 
plans show two lower holds at this level, one of which was classified as a 
reserve bunker. To utilize this space for the purposes of laying out the coal, 
the watertight doors at the bulkheads through which the ‘fireman passage’ 
ran would have been open with the coal being moved in barrows, some 
inevitably spilling out which may well also have contributed to the later 
problems as the spilled coal would have stopped these doors from fully 
closing. The doors consisted of a cast iron frame with a wedge-shaped cast 
iron door held high with a magnetic clutch which could be released from 
the bridge dropping the door by gravity. The operation was automated, 
not manual, and operated from the remote location of the bridge, therefore 
no one would have been aware that they were not functioning properly 
unless visually inspected.

Titanic’s sister ship, Britannic, sank within 40 minutes when holed by 
a mine, Olympic survived with a 40-foot hole in her side aft of the boiler 
room. This would lead to the conclusion that the external structure of 
these ships could maintain integrity in catastrophic situations, but possible 
changes to the configuration of the internal structure which could be 
changed during a voyage, e.g. the actual status of the ‘fireman passage’ and 
bulkhead doors, had the significant impact. The open ‘mole hole’ without 
the ability fully to close off all or even sections of it, as had been the original 
intention, entirely negated the revolutionary ‘cell’ design safety feature of 
the Olympic class ships.

The Titanic was steaming hard when she grazed the iceberg so that when 
the ‘Stop’ order was given excess steam blew off from the safety valves. The 
only way to stop this was to ‘pull the fires’, depositing coal, clinker and ash 
onto the floor plates. Ash would never normally be allowed to come into 
contact with water in the engine rooms and so the normal procedure for 
removing ash from this environment would be to carefully empty the ash 
from each boiler to the ash ejector. This was a device which was rather like 
a bidet, a waist-high pan with a jet of water at the bottom. Shovelled into 
the pan, the water jet would eject the waste up into a connected overhead 
pipe out over the side of the ship, but it would not work on ash that was 
already wet. 

Typically the boilers consumed about 800 tonnes of coal a day. The 
volume of ash that now had to be ejected when the stop order was given 
would have overwhelmed the  ejectors. Following the collision the water 
seeping in through the seams of the overlapping plates, washed the ash into 
the bilges. The pumps situated in the engine room to deal with this would 
then have started to pump out but this soon stopped. The fine particles of 
ash affected the valves on pumps; they would have given the appearance of 
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working, but no water would be moved and so the level rose in each boiler 
room and the watertight doors could not close for the reasons given above

This theory is based on analysing various reports, accounts and papers 
written about the Titanic tragedy but, most importantly, is based on my 
first-hand experience of being on a ship under similar circumstances of 
pumps malfunctioning owing to a combination of coal dust, ash and water, 
but thankfully in my case we did not sink.

The deck officers did not distinguish themselves in their omissions that 
might have mitigated the situation. Photographs show anchors and chains 
hundreds of tonnes in weight still in the bow, the least buoyant part of 
the ship. Neither is there any mention of the ballast tanks being pumped 
out, some 18,000 tonnes of water, which suggests that there was a belief 
these measures were unnecessary. This gives us grounds to speculate that 
this was because the engine-room pumps were expected to be able to 
handle the result of this minor breach. In fact, one of the few recorded 
conversations between the captain and the chief engineer noted that the 
message from the engine room was that ‘I think we can hold it’. Maybe a 
yard of sailcloth lowered over the side to seal the weeping seams, as was 
done in the days of sail, could have saved the Titanic. In the event a lethal 
combination of bulkhead doors malfunctioning because of coal debris, 
and ash carried by the incoming water causing the failure of the pumps 
which in the normal course of events would have dealt with the situation 
easily, was the primary causes of the disaster.

Like the analogy of a swan, that which was visible topside belied the 
frantic and ultimately futile activity below deck. The seemingly slow and 
unresponsive actions of the Captain Smith and the other officers on the 
bridge is more likely to have been a result of non-communication with 
the engine room as events developed and not arrogance or denial of the 
vulnerability of the Titanic, as often portrayed.

As enticing as the various theories are – perhaps the most extreme of 
which is the nonsense of the substitution of the Olympic for Titanic and 
her deliberate sinking in an insurance scam – the reality may be far more 
prosaic. The reasons were not fully examined by the boards of inquiry 
which were more public relations exercises than efforts to uncover all of 
the facts. In reality a sequence of unrelated incidents came about in unison 
to create a single catastrophic event. Had the bridge been in constant 
communication with the engine room, had the failure of the pumps been 
anticipated or known earlier, then the Titanic story might have been very 
different.

Peter Armstrong

Peter Armstrong is a retired marine engineer. He was born in London and 
served his apprenticeship at Harland and Wolff’s yard in North Woolwich. 
He then joined the Orient Steam Navigation Company as fourth engineer 
on the Australia run before making a successful career in a number of 
shipping companies in Australia and Canada. He retired in 2008 at the age 
of 73.

Editor’s note: My thanks  to Eric Grove for forwarding this article
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Two Wonderful East Anglia Museums 
Marshland Maritime Museum

The recent excellent series of Topmasts articles 
on the maritime museums of Spain got me 
thinking that we are overdue some articles 
about the many museums we have here in the 
UK and perhaps I could start the ball rolling 
with the maritime flavoured museums of the 
East Coast of England. There is something 
special about visiting a small independent 
museum for the first time as you never know 
what you will get. Many have excellent websites 
but even those do not always prepare you, and 
the Marshland Maritime Museum is just such a 
place. It is styled as a museum of Royal Navy 
curios collected over the last 30-plus years by its 
owners and curators, Mike and Jo Smith.Within 
moments of entering I felt like a schoolboy set 
loose in a sweet shop. It is stunning!

Set in the village of Clenchwarton, near King’s Lynn, the museum has 
over 3,000 objects on display ranging from ship models to uniforms, 
including books and dioramas. And there is so much more. There is a small 
section on ropework and the tools used; and of particular interest to me 
were the many books, some of which are personal biographies that have 
never been available to the general public.

The collection focuses on the 1950s to the present day but there are 
much older items on display. The range of ship’s crests and badges covers 
the walls and is enormous. There is a section devoted to the Ton class 
minesweepers, which were once such a regular sight along our coasts and 
ports. Many will remember that Prince Charles once served on HMS 
Bronington, and its visitor book with his signature is on display.

Original photos also line the walls; many of the curios have been donated 
by retired RN personnel or have been given by families when their old salt 
has passed. There are some very touching exhibits and memories came 
flooding back to me as I walked through the aisles.

There is a particularly nice model of HMS Victory in a large display 
case and near it is a display celebrating the rum ration, with a selection of 
glasses, cups and measuring equipment. And, of course, there is some rum, 
including an unopened one-gallon flagon of the original issue, secured in a 
display case to preserve its integrity.

The museum is visited by individuals like myself but also entertains 
coach parties from RNA branches, sea cadet units and other interested 
groups. Entry is free but I urge everyone to make a donation to help with 
its upkeep and don’t forget to ring in advance as booking is essential. Mike 
and Jo are splendid hosts and the museum has been used to raise money 
for charities such as the Poppy Appeal and Help for Heroes. This is a 
museum built, cherished and maintained by this wonderful pair of people 
and it is one I shall return to again and again.

Full details can be found here: www.marshlandmaritimemuseum.com

Mike and Jo Smith (Author’s photograph)

http://www.marshlandmaritimemuseum.com
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The Museum of Knots and Sailor’s Ropework

The Museum of Knots 
and Sailor’s Ropework 
has already received 
mention in Topmasts 12 
(November 2014, 10–12). 
Located in Ipswich it is 
the personal project of 
the UK’s leading knot 
and ropework expert, 
Des Pawson MBE who, 
among other things, is a 
member of the SNR.

Opened in 1996 the 
museum is crammed full 
of interesting items, and 
it is the largest display on 

the subject in the UK. You can visit by appointment and there is a really 
excellent website that gives all the details and includes links to video clips that 
show Des at work and photos of the museum contents http://despawson.
com/the-museum/ This area of maritime research is overlooked and taken 
for granted, yet even the most modern merchant or Royal Navy ship needs 
ropes, and those ropes need knotting, splicing and care. 

Until recently Des was chair of Maritime Heritage East, a group that 
was formed to establish an online and real world community of maritime 
museums in the region. He was therefore ideally placed to talk to me about 
other museums I might visit. Some I knew of but it soon became apparent 
that there are some hidden gems which I hope to visit and then write about 
in future editions of Topmasts. At the end of my visit I was sure of one 
thing: Des has forgotten more about knots and ropework than I could ever 
learn and the visit to his museum was one of the most rewarding I have ever 
made. I was also impressed by the plans Des is making for the future. His 
work will not be lost with the passing of time as the Chatham Dockyard 
has agreed to start housing his collection, dependent on funding, and this 
will open this essential piece of maritime history to a larger audience. My 
thanks to Des and his wife for the time they gave me and their boundless 
enthusiasm for all things nautical.

Members might be interested in looking the UK register of Maritime 
Museums and see what gems there are near to where they live or holiday.  
http://www.scarboroughsmaritimeheritage.org.uk/maritimemuseumsuk.
html

For those of us on the East Coast, Maritime Heritage East is a good place 
to start when searching for museums: http://www.maritimeheritageeast.
org.uk/

Bob Smith 
SNR Member

The author with Des (the one with the beard!). Photograph Bob Smith

http://despawson.com/the-museum/
http://despawson.com/the-museum/
http://www.scarboroughsmaritimeheritage.org.uk/maritimemuseumsuk.html
http://www.scarboroughsmaritimeheritage.org.uk/maritimemuseumsuk.html
http://www.maritimeheritageeast.org.uk/
http://www.maritimeheritageeast.org.uk/
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Floating about South Devon
This paper concerns four aspects of contemporary maritime history: lack 
of acknowledgement of multiple representations of the sea, its narrow 
time span, overuse of written documents and its Anglocentricity.

I take as my starting point that the main purpose of history is to use 
the past to illuminate the present and the future and to show us patterns 
of repetition or of change, so we must study both the past and the present.

I suppose I have a romantic, dramatic image of ‘the historian’. Rather 
than the stereotype of a middle-aged bloke in a tweed jacket in his room 
at some university looking at ancient, dusty documents, I prefer to see the 
historian as a seeker of the truth, who attempts to get as close to reality, 
what actually happened or is happening, independent of the official 
account, and who cannot be diverted from their quest. 

There is no single reality that is ‘the sea’. Yes, there is a lot of water, we can 
all agree on that, but what does it signify? And once you ask that question, 
it is obvious that what it signifies is different according to personal view. 
A Libyan refugee who crossed in a leaky, grossly overcrowded dinghy, 
in which many of their fellow refugees, if not their own family members, 
died, has a completely different understanding of the Mediterranean from 
someone just back from a flotilla holiday.

Now it cannot be doubted that people in the same class living in the 
same period may often share a common representation, and we may call 
this the dominant representation. But the dominant representation changes 
over time – consider the understanding of the English Channel. Before 
the First World War, our navy created a ‘wooden wall’ in those waters to 
defend our island nation; now it is a motorway with a funny sort of tarmac 
for ferries to get us away on holidays. So maritime history consists of an 
amalgamation of an infinite number of representations. It has never been 
concerned with a single reality.

People develop these representations partly through their own 
experience, but also through absorption from the media. Until the last 
20 years, the relevant media have been primarily the novel and, to a lesser 
extent, film. So before we let our students read any history texts, perhaps 
we should offer them Ransome’s Swallows and Amazons (1930) which 
encouraged thousands of English children to sail; Thor Heyerdahl’s Kon 
Tiki (1948) which has sold more copies than any book except the Bible ( 
why do they think that was?); Monsarrat’s The Cruel Sea (1951) which 
defined for many the nature of the war of the Atlantic; and Chichester’s 
‘Gypsy Moth’ Circles the World (1967), which offers a throwback to British 
imperial pride and pluck. 

But I am in danger of making the same mistake that I am criticizing – of 
giving the sea in each of these texts a single meaning. We should get the 
students back and ask them what these books mean to them, what they 
told them; and use the various and overlapping answers to show them the 
fluidity and subjectivity of maritime history. (It would have the additional 
merit of getting them out of the A-level habit of thinking there is one 
answer which the teacher knows but isn’t telling.) There should be as many 
articles about these authors in the maritime journals as about Jacky Fisher.

I now want to move on to the content of maritime history – which 
can be surely be summarized as currently practised as ‘the study of naval 
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and merchant naval shipping’ (There may be more refined, nuanced, etc. 
definitions, but that is what it is in practice.) But Britain has almost no 
merchant navy and an ever-shrinking Royal Navy. Why focus on just two, 
declining, functions of the use of the sea? 

My study window looks out on Bigbury Bay and on to a large number 
of board sailors using the surf. Walk the dog on the beach and see all the 
people swimming and sunbathing. A couple of years ago, I was moored 
below the bridge at Weymouth, and sitting in the cockpit having my 
breakfast. The bridge opened and I counted 68 angling boats coming out. 
After the bridge closed, smaller angling boats that had the clearance kept 
coming out. Why aren’t all uses of the sea equally important?

Our period of interest is very narrow, both with regard to the past and the 
present. Maritime history does not seem concerned with classical uses of 
the sea. It is interesting that the original brief of the SNR included marine 
archaeology, but this broke away, and is seen as a separate discipline, a 
divorce for which I can see little logic and which weakens the realm of 
maritime history.1

Similarly, a strange feature of maritime history is that it never seems to 
consider the inclusion of the present, or even the recent past. Using the 
same sample of The Mariner’s Mirror that I used in ‘Floating about the 
Two Rivers’, we find four out of 41 articles using data post-Second World 
War (i.e. less than 70 years old), there were three relating to shipbuilding 
and one on naval warfare.2 So no one seems to be gathering contemporary 
data, when presumably it must be easier to gather, and we can get the 
views of the participants, not older people looking back, often after half 
a century, with all the distortions that such a long period of time must 
inevitably bring.

We miss the ability to analyse change. In my 30 years of looking out 
at the bay, the view has changed radically. Even before the 2008 crash, 
yachts crossing the bay and dinghies gilling around inshore had all but 
disappeared. There were sailboarders doing daring things in the surf and 
their poorer cousins, the boardsailors. Now the sailboarders have gone. 
But since no historian has thought it worth studying these uses of the sea, 
the reasons for the change must now be reconstructed, with all the error 
variance built into such reconstructions. 

Since, traditionally, maritime history has been about naval and merchant 
ships, why are we not gathering data independently as the events happen, 
using teams of historians, sociologists and investigative journalists to 
gather up as much relevant information as they can and making it available 
to later historians – so one has a community of historians stretching across 
time?

Because the contemporary evidence has gone, the historian will almost 
always rely on written records. A written narrative will have been more 
carefully constructed than a spoken one (‘oral history’) (although both 
of course are constructed, not ‘naïve’); and it is likely to rely on other 
written documents, which, of course, have their own aims and subtexts, 
and which will often include the ‘official’ history, which resulted from yet 

1 See Richard Harding. ‘The Society for Nautical Research: Where Are We and Where Are We 
Going?’ Mariner’s Mirror 97:1 (2011), 10–21.
2 Briefly, Buxton in Mariner’s Mirror 101:3; J. Y. Kang in 101:4; Foster and Tenold, both in 102:1; 
and the sole naval article is Paget 101:3 on the Australian navy.
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more compromises. For example, Andrew Lambert’s ‘Writing the Battle’ 
in Mariner’s Mirror 103:2 describes the tortuous attempts to prevent 
accounts of Jutland being published.

The 30-year rule for sensitive government documents further hinders 
research. It adds to the fuddy-duddyness of maritime history as, by the 
time the information has been published, most of the public have long 
since lost interest in the issue.

Of course, embarrassing evidence will have been lost or mislaid. Margaret 
Thatcher won the 1983 election, in large measure due to the Falkands 
War. I have it on good authority that, after her ordering the sinking of 
the Belgrano, on 26 April 1982 with the loss of 321 lives, for which she 
was accused of being a war criminal, she instructed that there be a careful 
collection of every scrap of material relating to that event to be gathered 
up and placed in a large box labelled ‘For future maritime historians’. 

We let the power elite set the hegemonic narratives in stone and then 
take a chisel to it to try and make sense of them – a rather self-defeating 
strategy. Or to use another metaphor, we are like a horse in the Derby – 
except we start three minutes after all the other runners.

Anglocentricity: we can hardly deny that Whitehall and the Admiralty 
are primarily English institutions, so that maritime history is very Anglo-
centric. Using the same set of The Mariner’s Mirror, we find four articles 
concerning Scottish shipping, three in one issue (102:1), one on Ireland 
(101:4) and none about Wales, which has a strong tradition of maritime 
history.

To summarize, if our key purpose as historians is to illuminate the 
present, then it is strange that we do not study either the distant, or the 
submerged, past, or the present. We focus too much on a very limited, 
and declining, range of uses of the sea and we do this by the study of 
highly selective written accounts, almost solely concerned with English 
maritime history. Sadly, we are throwing away so much of the vitality and 
excitement and variety of our discipline. 

Mike Bender
SNR Member

John Bingeman Celebrates 60 Years of Diving

To mark John Bingeman’s 60th diving anniversary, Dan Pascoe, the Govern-
ment Licensee for the Invincible (1758) Historic Wreck Site organized a 
day’s diving on the Invincible wreck site. Dan was assisted by Alison James, 
Historic England’s designations wreck officer, Mark Beattie-Edwards, 
CEO of the Nautical Archaeological Society, Michael Pitts, a regular BBC 
underwater photographer and Sara Hasan; they were accompanied by 
a BBC reporter to record this special milestone. In May 1957 John had 
trained at HMS Vernon in both hard hat ‘standard’ diving and in close-
circuit oxygen re-breather diving known by the navy as ‘UBA’.

During John’s naval career, he was the diving officer at the apprentices’ 
school HMS Caledonia where he organized weekend diving expeditions 
on the Firth of Forth to Dunbar, St Monans and to Inchkeith Island. This 
was to encourage young artificers to qualify as artificer divers. In 1964–5, 
he was HMS Centaur’s diving officer, where his enthusiasm for wreck 
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diving started after exploring wrecks off Gibraltar. At the time HMS 
Centaur was the navy’s ‘spare aircraft carrier’ whose presence at Gib was 
a political statement to the Spanish government.

In the mid-1970s, John was one of the Mary Rose volunteer divers when 
Dr Margaret Rule nominated him to take over as Government Licensee 
of The Needles historic wreck site. The site contained the remains of two 
Fifth Rate frigates, Assurance (1753) and Pomone (1811). John remained 
responsible for the site from 1978 to 1986, recovering 3,500 artefacts, 
including nine cannon. At the time, he was both chairman of the Vernon 
SAC (BSAC Special Branch 749) and chairman of the Royal Navy & Royal 
Marine Sub-Aqua Association. Their diving tender was MFV 119, a 64-foot 
motor fishing vessel whose use was authorized under Naval Adventure 
Training. Sara Hasan had been one of John’s divers on The Needles wreck 
site in 1978, the only original historic wreck diver celebrating John’s 60th 
Anniversary dive.

In 1980 fisherman Arthur Mack and local diver John Broomhead 
contacted John after finding a large wreck in the eastern Solent.  John 
changed the planned expedition to The Needles wreck site to carry out 
a predisturbance survey of Arthur and John’s unidentified wreck site. 
This achieved the wreck’s designation on 30 September 1980, the twenty-
second British historic wreck site. John later identified her as the Royal 
Navy’s first Invincible, a 74-gun Third Rate built at Rochefort, France 
in 1744, captured by Admiral Lord Anson in 1747, and wrecked in 1758.  
John held the Government Licence from 1980 to 2010 when Dan Pascoe 
took over.

Dan successfully made the case that recent site erosion showed the 
Invincible wreck site at risk. Using John’s final report, published by 
Oxbow Books, The Royal Navy’s First HMS Invincible (1747–58): 
Her excavations (1980–1991), Dan successfully obtained the support of 
Historic England who considered her the second most important historic 
wreck site after the Mary Rose. Importantly, further support came from 
Jessica Berry, CEO of Maritime Archaeology Sea Trust, the University of 

John Bingeman (left) with Dan Pascoe, ‘Invincible’ (1758) wreck site
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Bournemouth and the National Museum of the Royal Navy. Jessica led 
the successful application for a Libor finds grant. The £2 million grant was 
one of the last acts by George Osborne as Chancellor of the Exchequer.

What an incredible achievement, and an example to all whose hair is 
tinged with grey. Congratulations John, and keep it going!

Nigel Blanchford
In conversation with John Bingeman

SNR Members

A Ghost from the ‘Mary Rose’

As part of my training as an artificer in the Royal Navy I ended up in early 
1962 at HMS Caledonia, Rosyth, located near the north end of the famous 
Forth Bridges. I had entered the Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme and 
Lieutenant John Bingeman provided much of the mentoring and support 
that lead me to achieving the Gold Award, and its presentation at Holyrood 
Palace, Edinburgh.

In 1965, in order to complete training, I served on HMS Centaur, and 
when the ship arrived back at Portsmouth after a tour of duty in the Far 
East there was a mysterious tap on the shoulder, from Lieutenant John 
Bingeman, or his ghost perhaps. Goodness knows how he tracked me 
down? This ghostly tap invited me to ‘go and look for something’ that 
would involve the use of a small inflatable boat driven by a 40-horsepower 
outboard, and a dry diving suit and flippers. I had not done any scuba 
diving worthy of note, so I jumped at the opportunity to try to extend my 
rudimentary skills and fill in what would have otherwise been a boring 
day. What we were looking for did not really interest me, as I was too 
young, too ignorant, and looking for some exhilaration, so I did not push 
the question.  

Three of us, Lieutenant Bingeman, a qualified diver (‘Robbie’ Robinson 
I think?), and I reported to the jetty on a chilly overcast (autumn I think?) 
day. The sea was choppy, but not disturbed too much to prevent a skim 
over the sea in a small boat. We motored out to the remote middle of 
the Solent, just a speck on the salty expanse and dropped anchor, and Lt 
Bingeman instructed me to jump in the water and give it a go, but insisted 
on tying a heaving line to the frame of my SABA breathing gear. I donned 
the mask and jumped overboard, and was then dragged along by the 
4-knot tide, whereas the inflatable boat stayed put. After a few moments 
the rope went taught and had become entangled under my chin, and pulled 
off my mask, so my lungs started taking in water. I was drowning. The 
boat crew realized what was happening and instead of releasing the rope, 
which would have been a better idea, they started heaving me in. This 
made matters worse as it pulled my head under the water instead above 
it. The drowning sensation became more acute. Luckily I made it back 
to the boat and was hauled on board receiving a good pat on the back, 
responded to with a good deep splutter, a coughing fit and a few choice 
words. Eventually the pink colour returned to my face and the search for 
something continued.

The next thing that happened was that the diver was instructed to go 
overboard, but with no rope attached, and this was immediately attended 
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to in typical military fashion with a chopped of salute, ‘SIR!’, and a 
topple backwards stylishly into the water. After a few moments, the diver 
vanished below the waves with the inflatable still anchored and the 4-knot 
tide increasing to 5 knots. The horizon was very low, the seas were getting 
livelier, and the diver had a very small head, while Lt Bingeman and I were 
starting to scratch our ’eads. ‘I wonder where he is?’ we asked ourselves. 
‘Is that why we are here, looking for lost divers?’

In order to answer the question we started up the engine and commenced a 
private search and rescue exercise, pottered around in circles still searching 
for something, and for a while drummed our fingers and eventually crossed 
them in hope. After a while we saw the very small head bobbing around 
in the waves, and agreed that the chances were that it was the diver we 
were looking for, so we eventually dragged him aboard, slapped him on 
the back and got the expected response . . . abuse! The diver removed his 
mask and said, ‘It’s a waste of time. The tides too fast and I couldn’t see a 
thing. Let’s go home.’ After a moment or two our reply was, ‘We agree. 
We couldn’t see anything either, including your ’ead’, so the ‘search for 
something’ was abandoned there and then. I wondered what Lt Bingeman 
was really planning – now I would love to know that. I was cold, wet, 
tired and hungry, and feeling like a rum, so the question of what we were 
searching for was never asked, nor did I really care, especially after having 
my lungs wedged by a wet and salty Solent. After the incident, I got on 
with my very interesting career and satisfying family life, and ended up 
living and working here in New Zealand.

A couple of nights ago (4 August 2017, about 51 years later) an old 
shipmate from apprentice days who shared 12 Mess with me on HMS 
Centaur and is still living in the UK emailed me and mentioned the Mary 
Rose. It triggered the memory described above; never really thought about 
for all those years, and then the penny dropped. That is what we were 
looking for I realized! Because of the dropped penny I got googling and, 
sure enough, I found all the evidence needed which would to put me to 
within a hair’s breadth of being proved correct.

It is wonderful to be aware, through a minor adventure, that there 
is likely to be a personal direct link to a very important event in naval, 
British and world history. As the recipient of this email message it would 
be appreciated, if it is possible, to pass on my regards, best wishes and 
thanks to John Bingeman, Commander RN (Retired) for the benefit of 
his time and effort regarding the Duke of Edinburgh Gold Award, and 
the above adventure. I was a young man at the time and it has helped 
to enrich my worthwhile and happy life with a treasured memory. This 
recent development has just put a bit more icing on the cake.  

Kind regards, in sanguine mood
Tom Adson 

Now retired, ex-Marine Engineering Artificer, Royal Navy
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Artefact Identification
The 38-gun Pomone (1805–11) had had a successful year’s deployment 
in the Mediterranean when on 14 October 1811 she ran aground on The 
Needles rocks in poor visibility.  At the time the lighthouse was high up 
above the cliffs before the present lighthouse was built in 1858/9. Pomone 
had some distinguished passengers on board, including Sir Harford Jones, 
the retiring English ambassador in Persia, a London cloth merchant 
Mr Close, Major General Sir Francis Wilder, Major General Sir James 
Sutherland escort and Guardian to two Persian Princes (Muhammad 
Kazim and Hajja Baba). No lives were lost; and the fine Persian horses, a 
gift from the Shah to King George III were dragged out head first through 
the gun ports.  

Can any member identify the artefact shown  below on the left? The 
author has no idea. The artefact on the right has been identified but 
provides a challenge. (The answer to that one will be supplied with a 
complete image in February 2018.)

John M. Bingeman
SNR Member

Government Licensee, Pomone (1811) Historic Wreck Site (1978–86)

The new lighthouse; the old one can be seen above the cliff

Left, brass object filled with a strengthening substance, artefact No Pom/86/NFB/04
Right, two parts of the same brass object, Pom/86/SN-R/16 and Pom/86/LP/53a
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The Fenland Lighter Project
Admiralty Interest in Inland Waters . . . and a Long Interval!

Recent FLP columns involving the leisure activities of the fourth Earl of 
Sandwich, upon Whittlesey Mere during 1774, have occasioned a measure 
of interest (see Topmasts 19–21). As stated, Sandwich was First Lord of 
the Admiralty in that troubled period. It can be added, though, that a 
more official sort of Admiralty interest, regarding inland waters of the 
Fenland region, continued at times during the nineteenth century. For 
example, there was a rather curious publication of 1852: Admiralty Reports 
under Preliminary Inquiries Act: Nene Valley Drainage and Navigation 
Improvement. It might well be said that, in this particular instance, the 
long and influential arm of the Victorian Admiralty had reached into a 
persistent regional problem.

The River Nene had been in poor condition for many decades, not 
least in its lowest reaches where the influence of shifting sandbanks in 
the Wash caused serious complications. Indeed, during the late eighteenth 
century the respected surveyor John Golborne had suggested that the very 
outfall to the sea might eventually be ‘lost’. Nevertheless, the Admiralty of 
1852 believed that suitable engineering of the Nene could make it capable 
of bringing coastal shipping far inland to Peterborough, a significant 
commercial centre on the borders of the Midlands. Since the coasters 
envisaged would have been largely sailing vessels, it was emphasized that 
any bridges involved would have to be capable of opening so as to allow 
the passage of freighters ‘with standing masts’.

In actual fact, however, various considerations meant that more than 80 
years would pass before traffic of the general sort indicated would become 
a reality. And, when it did materialize, it involved a coaster which the 
Admiralty of the 1850s could scarcely have imagined. When the tiny tanker 
Constance H moored at Peterborough in January 1938, her arrival was very 

‘Constance H’ at Wisbech
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much a reflection of the Land Drainage Act of 1930, and the subsequent 
creation of the River Nene Catchment Board which implemented a huge 
improvement in the Nene’s manage ment and engineering. Indeed, the 
experi mental journey of the little tanker seems to have been arranged, 
not least, as a publicity landmark in the Catch ment Board’s successful 
career. There was plentiful attention in the regional press: it was asserted 
that greatly improved river conditions had made possible the ‘Port of 
Peterborough’.

Operated by the Yorkshire firm of John Harker Ltd, the Constance H 
dated from 1930: diesel-powered and just over 36 metres in length, she 
was specially designed to carry heavy oils and the like. Mast and funnel 
could be lowered to negotiate bridges, and even the wheel-house could be 
partly dismantled if necessary. Two special advisers were on board on the 
way upriver from the sea: Captain L. D. Price, nautical consultant to the 
Catchment Board; and A. V. (‘Vic’) Jackson, a noted operator of Fenland 
lighters. At Peterborough, a cargo of creosote was shipped (approximately 
150 tonnes). Thereafter, the Constance H successfully descended the Nene, 
regained the open sea and proceeded to Middlesbrough.

In the short term matters promised well: the Peterborough Shipping 
Company came into existence, along with an associated shipping agency. 
Small coasters, the Peterborough Trader and the Peterborough Merchant, 
arrived at the city and duly transported general cargoes including bricks. 
However, the basic concept had materialized too late to accord with the 
developing pattern of British transport in general. Very small coasters 
using improvised loading arrangements were one thing, but the provision 
of proper dock facilities proved quite another. Moreover, the outbreak 
of the Second World War in 1939 militated sharply against the ‘Port of 
Peterborough’: for a variety of reasons the concept failed to flourish and 
then virtually withered away.

Nevertheless, it should be added that in due course a number of seagoing 
vessels (other than yachts and the like) did in fact reach Peterborough for 

The ‘Peterborough Trader’; note the total absence of dock facilities
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what might be termed ‘special reasons’. Just two such instances follow, 
both reflecting something of a link with the Admiralty interest mentioned 
at the start of this note. One such vessel was the motor-torpedo-boat No. 
777 which, with her armament and main engines removed, became for 
a few years a sort of floating classroom for Peterborough’s Sea Cadets. 
In deteriorating condition, she was eventually sold for £150 and thus 
departed from the city in the early 1950s. The second instance involved 
the Royal Navy’s midget submarine HMS Sprat which, while actually in 
commission, came up the Nene later in the same decade for a brief courtesy 
visit.

Acknowledgement:  For many years the Fenland Lighter Project Collection 
(manuscript, printed, and photographic material) has been maintained at 
Peterborough Central Library, Archives and Local Studies Department, 
to which thanks are renewed here for helpful advice regarding location of 
various items for illustration of articles. 

Some suggested reading
G. Dallas, River Nene Catchment Board 1931–1951: A brief record of Some 
of the work (1951). (NB The author of this official publication chaired 
the Board.) See also H. J. K. Jenkins, ‘Ships at Peterborough: Efforts to 
Create an Inland Port, c. 1850–1950’, Northamptonshire Past and Present 
(Northants. Record Society), vol. 9, no. 2 (1995–6), 147–57.

H. J. K. Jenkins 
 SNR Member, hjkpkjenkins@yahoo.co.uk

Charlico, Blar and a Distinguished Yachtsman

Sir Robin Knox-Johnston, whose achievements under modern sail need 
no introduction here, has recently contacted the Fenland Lighter Project. 
Curiously enough, however, the resulting correspondence has involved 
the question of charlico, that useful but unlovely blend of horse-dung and 
tar which long ago protected lighters from timber-boring creatures that 
lived in Fenland waterways (see Topmasts 23, 18).

From this same correspondence, it appears that a rather similar seagoing 
version also existed in bygone times, albeit for temporary treatment of 
hull leaks. Furthermore, reference to Mariner’s Mirror 75:2 (1989), 187 
and 376, throws light on blar, yet another dung-and-tar concoction that 
was evidently used on old-time Tyneside. Thus, writing in 1989, A. G. 
Osler described how blar was used ‘for caulking or split-filling’. It seems 
that in this case considerable heat was sometimes used in the production 
process.

Sir Robin’s contribution to this matter has reopened the subject for 
further discussion. So much so that the present writer is left wondering if 
this Topmasts airing of bygone maintenance practices, of real importance 
long ago, may lead to comment and information from additional sources.

H. J. K. Jenkins, 
SNR Member    
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Conference Reports
The McMullen Naval History Symposium 

at the US Naval Academy

The biennial McMullen Naval History Symposium has 
the reputation for being the largest regular gathering 
of naval historians in the world. Dating back to its 
beginnings in 1971, the most recent event held on 14–
15 September at the US.Naval Academy in Annapolis, 

Maryland, certainly verified that reputation. Over 450 people attended, 
including an estimated 150 Naval Academy faculty members and currently 
serving midshipmen. Naval scholars from 15 different nations presented 
45 of the papers. All in all, 131 speakers presented papers in seven sessions, 
each with seven simultaneous panel discussions in different rooms of the 
Academy’s Sampson and Mahan Halls.

For the first time, there was a notable presence of flag officers, led by 
Admiral John Richardson, the Chief of Naval Operations; Vice-Admiral 
Walter Carter, Superintendent of the Naval Academy; Rear-Admiral 
Jeffrey Harley, President, Naval War College; Rear-Admiral Samuel Cox, 
Director of Naval History; and Vice-Admiral Peter Daley, President, US 
Naval Institute.

The two-day symposium included a variety of events of which the 
central highlight is always the McMullen Sea Power Address. This year, 
Rear-Admiral James Goldrick, RAN (retd) spoke on the value of naval 
history to serving officers, appropriately directing some of his remarks 
particularly to the midshipmen present.  

Among the other events, the McMullen Luncheon on 14 September 
marked a very special occasion when Admiral John M. Richardson spoke 
and presented the prizes for the inaugural Chief of Naval Operations 
Naval History Essay Contest, one of the admiral’s personal initiatives 
to promote a better professional understanding of naval history. The US 
Naval Institute organized the competition. The winning essays can be 
expected to appear in forthcoming issues of the Institute’s Proceedings and 
Naval History magazines.

At a luncheon at the Naval Academy Officers’ Club on 15 September, 
Rear-Admiral Samuel Cox, the Director of Naval History, formally 
inaugurated the Naval War College’s John B. Hattendorf Center for 
Maritime Historical Research, under its director, Dr David A. Kohnen. 
In July the president of the college, Rear-Admiral Jeffery A. Harley, had 
announced its creation, bringing together the Naval War College Museum 
and the college’s archives, rare book collection, and academic research 
program for maritime history under Dr Kohen’s direction.

At the closing banquet dinner at the Doubletree Hotel, Admiral William 
J. Fallon, the president of the Naval Historical Foundation, made the 
presentation of the Foundation’s Commodore Dudley W. Knox Award for 
Lifetime Achievement in Naval History. This year, the Foundation honoured 
Dr Edward J. Marolda, Commander Paul Stillwell, and Dr Jon Tetsuro 
Sumida for their distinguished contributions to the field of naval history. 

During the working sessions of the symposium nearly every period 
of naval history had a panel discussion. Many of the papers touched on 
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British and Commonwealth naval history. Among them, the 1805 Club 
sponsored a panel on ‘The Wooden Walls: Britain and the Invasion 
Threat, 1793–1805’, with papers by J. Ross Dancy, Evan Wilson and 
James Davey.  John Beeler chaired and commented on a session entitled 
‘Evolution in the Great War Era: Fresh perspectives on Anglo-American 
naval strategy’, with papers by Louis Halewood, Alexander Howlett and 
David Kohnen. In another panel, Anna Brinkman, David Morgan-Owen 
and Paul Ramsey spoke on the theme ‘Sailors, Thinkers, and Statesmen: 
British maritime power in the age of empire, 1750–1914’, with Andrew 
Lambert providing the commentary. For the panel on the Royal Navy, 
Policy, and the Public Sphere, 1865–1918’, Rebecca Matzke, Peter Keeling 
and John Beeler presented papers. James Davey, formerly of the National 
Museum and now at the University of Exeter, chaired and commented 
on a session on ‘Britain and the Age of Sail’, with papers from Daniel 
Franke, Sam McLean and Albert Parker. A session entitled ‘Influence and 
the Royal Navy’ was chaired by Nicholas Lambert, the current occupant 
of the Naval Academy’s Class of 1957 Distinguished Chair of Naval 
Heritage, with papers from G. H. Bennet, Alan Anderson and James 
Smith. Nicholas Lambert also presented a research session on ‘The Limits 
of Naval History: Understanding the genesis of the 1915 Dardanelles 
campaign’. In other areas, Gene Smith chaired a session on ‘The RN and 
the USN in the Nineteenth Century’ with James Fargher, Ryan Menke 
and Dennis Ringle presenting and Jason W. Smith commenting. Another 
session on ‘The Royal Navy and the Dawn of the Nineteenth Century’ 
featured papers by Caitlan Gale and Ryan Mewett, with commentary 
by J. Ross Dancy. An entire session was devoted to the battle of the 
Chesapeake Capes in 1781, with papers from Stanley Carpenter, Jim 
McIntryre and James Holmes.  The session on ‘Hidden Aspects of Allied 
Naval Cooperation during the Early Cold War’ focused on the Royal 
Canadian Navy through papers that Isabel Campbell, Corbin Williamson 
and Jason Delaney presented.

John B. Hattendorf 
Overseas Corresponding Member, United States of America

The Anderson Fund
Report of an Anderson Fund Trip to Irvine, California (May 2017)

The aim of my research trip was to visit the University of California, 
Irvine, in Southern California. There, in the Langson Library, reside the 
papers of Arthur J. Marder (1910–1980), arguably the most influential 
historian of the Royal Navy in the early twentieth century. He is perhaps 
best known for his landmark series of books on the subject entitled From 
the Dreadnought to Scapa Flow. I am currently researching and writing 
a history of the navy from the perspective of the British officers on the 
flag list during the First World War. Marder was quite critical of these 
men, their background, education and training. As he was the one of the 
first historians to devote serious study to this era I wanted to find out, 
if possible, why and how he formed the opinions that he did. I already 
knew that he kept up a voluminous correspondence with many junior 
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naval participants in the First World War, so hoped to find letters from 
them which might shed light on the matter.

Specifically, I had hoped to find more material from prior to 1960, 
as I knew for a fact that he communicated with personages such as the 
second Earl Selborne (First Lord of the Admiralty from 1900 to 1905) 
and Admiral Sir Frederic C. Dreyer, a close friend of Admiral of the Fleet 
Earl Jellicoe. Also some material from Rear-Admiral Henry G. Thursfield 
which Marder quoted. In this I was unsuccessful. There was surprisingly 
little, however; nine folders containing only a few relevant letters. There 
is consequently very little, if any, material relating to the first volume of 
From the Dreadnought to Scapa Flow, his edited diaries of Admiral Sir 
Herbert Richmond (Portrait of an Admiral), the three volumes of Lord 
Fisher’s papers he edited (Fear God and Dread Nought) or his first book, 
The Anatomy of British Sea Power. The reason for this dearth of early 
papers is unclear, as from 1960 onwards Marder kept vast amounts of 
correspondence and research material.

Notwithstanding this disappointment, there were some welcome finds. 
One box in particular was a gold mine, containing photocopies of Lord 
Fisher’s correspondence with Lord Cawdor, First Lord of the Admiralty 
in 1905, which are currently available at the Richard Burton archive at 
Swansea University. Also in that box are copies of some 300 pages of 
material from the papers of the Marquess of Milford Haven, First Sea Lord 
from 1913 to 1914. Milford Haven’s papers are held at the University of 
Southampton, but personal photography of material is not allowed under 
any circumstances. By taking images of them in California I saved myself 
at least £150 in reprographics fees, not including the cost of travelling to 
Southampton. This is all material which Marder received long after he 
finished the first volume of From the Dreadnought to Scapa Flow and had 
no bearing on his earlier work.

The files of correspondence are boxed by year, with individual folders 
for each month or certain special subjects or correspondents. To illustrate 
the volume of material involved, I spent three and a half days at Irvine going 
through Marder’s papers, and took over 2,500 photographs of documents 
in only six boxes. Apart from the material mentioned above, they cover 
for the most part of letters to or from Marder in the 1960s when he was 
writing the last four volumes of From the Dreadnought to Scapa Flow. 
They provide a valuable insight into the travails of a historian in the days 
before the Internet and digital cameras. There is much of value to be found 
in letters from Marder’s wide range of naval informants, among whom 
were Kenneth Dewar, Sir William James, Sir Geoffrey Blake, William 
Chalmers and John Creswell. The extent to which Marder relied on the 
advice and expertise of Creswell, who served in the Royal Navy from 1908 
to 1945, has to be seen to be believed, and has not in my opinion been given 
sufficient recognition. Airmail was apparently better 50 years ago than it is 
now, and letters were being exchanged between the pair in California and 
England at a rate which puts me to shame, with all the advantages of email.

So while I was unsuccessful in my immediate aim of consulting the 
Marder papers, i.e. finding material relevant to Marder’s research on the 
Royal Navy before 1914, the Cawdor and Milford Haven material alone 
made the trip worthwhile. There also appears to be much of interest in 
Marder’s later correspondence with naval officers on the subject of the 
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pre-war navy, which will prove of great use. Other aspects of his papers 
will prove critical later in my research as I gravitate towards the First 
World War proper. Another avenue which I need to follow up involves 
three reels of Marder’s papers on microfilm which I did not have time to 
consult (the only microfilm reader being located in the science department 
across campus). I had intended to consult them as a priority in hopes 
of finding some papers of Admiral of the Fleet Lord Wester Wemyss 
rumoured to be on them, but library staff informed me that someone had 
already checked them earlier this year and couldn’t find them. Located in 
the papers I photographed, however, was a list of material which may be 
on the microfilms. Naturally this was after I left California and it was too 
late to investigate.

I am extremely grateful to the staff of Special Collections at UCI, 
especially Derek Quezada, Outreach and Public Services Librarian, for 
their helpfulness during my time there. It is one of the best archives I have 
ever visited. I would also like to thank the generosity of the Society for 
Nautical Research for making this trip possible.

Simon Harley
SNR Member

SNR News
Digital Research Resources for Medieval and Early Modern 

Historians. Two new databases

The first is a database (DB) based project, Shipping Mariners and Port 
Communities in Fourteenth Century England has been completed at the 
University of Hull under the direction of Professor Andrew Ayton with 
the assistance of Dr Craig Lambert. This is now deposited at the UK 
Digital Archive at Essex under the reference number 10.5255/UKDA-
SN-850665. The work was undertaken in 2011–12. It is based on naval 
records from 1361–1400 and commercial taxation records for 1320–1400. 
Each record covers a single voyage and provides fields for ship name; home 
port; master’s name; date, type and place of service; crew size; tonnage; and 
archival reference. The DB contains 10,289 records in all.  Professor Ayton 
told me recently that the deposited DB is very much a version one and that 
he is working on a revised and expanded version two. He contemplates 
two books based on the data the first looking at the naval dimension of the 
Anglo-French wars in the later fourteenth century and the second looking 
at medieval and early modern seamen.  This second version of the DB will 
be included in the project recently completed at Southampton.

This second DB and linked research project, based at the University of 
Southampton under the direction of Dr Lambert, is called The Evolution 
of English Shipping Capacity and Shipboard Communities from the early 
Fifteenth century to Drake’s Circumnavigation (1577). It has been funded 
by Arts and Humanities Research Council and full details of the project 
are on line at the Research Councils UK Gateway to Research. The DB, 
which will be free to access and fully searchable, contains details of 53,000 
ship voyages undertaken from 450 ports and creeks in the years 1400–1580.  
The searchable fields are similar to those in the earlier DB. In addition this 
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DB has a GIS element linked directly to it. This means that the first screen 
displayed is a map of England with each port or creek included indicated 
by a red dot. Clicking on the dot links to information about this place. The 
map of course makes plain the regions and areas where maritime activity 
was based and was most intense. Each record is also linked to a visual 
element which shows where the ship was bound whether on a coastal or a 
more far-reaching voyage. Furthermore Craig is working on a book which 
will examine the evolution of the English merchant fleet, from 1300–1600. 
He hopes that it will appear early in 2019.

Both DBs are powerful research tools with great potential to help not 
only maritime historians but those with an interest in trade, genealogists 
and family historians. It is contemplated that it will be available at the 
National Archives at Kew and will also be of interest to local history 
societies especially those in coastal communities. 

Craig hopes that the second DB (that is initially without the linkage to 
the first one) will go ‘live’ some time in the middle of October. 

Susan Rose
SNR Member

Notices
The Trafalgar Chronicle 2018: New Series no. 3

Nelson’s Other Women

The next edition of the Trafalgar Chronicle, TC 2018 new series 3, carries 
the strapline ‘Nelson’s Other Women’ and is themed around women and 
the sea in the age of the Georgian navy.   

Women have for various reasons left a light footprint in the sands of 
history, and historians (mainly men) have unfairly overlooked women 
and their importance in the tide of events. Recently Dr Margarette 
Lincoln wrote, ‘Women’s contribution to British naval supremacy in the 
long eighteenth century tends to be neglected or sensationalised.’ The next 
edition of the Trafalgar Chronicle will attempt to redress the balance.

Already some excellent articles by first class authors have been promised, 
but more are wanted. Subjects will include:

Soldiers’ wives aboard naval transports during the Napoleonic War  
Women convicts on passage to Australia
Mary Ann Taylor – a woman who disguised herself as man to go to 
sea
Lady Bentinck – who dressed as a Royal Marine officer to visit 
North Africa
Cubah Cornwallis – the black nurse who saved many lives in the 
West Indies
Sexual health in Nelson’s navy
The Widow Martin who survived mutiny in HMS Hermione
A Swedish pirate queen

Other articles are welcome, for example about emigrants to the USA, 
women’s lives at home while their menfolk were away, the payment of 
allotments, etc.
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First-time papers by undergraduates and by students of the period 
are particularly welcome, and proposals should be made to the editor at 
tc.editor@1805club.org   

Papers should be 3,000 to 5,000 words in length.  A style guide and a 
synopsis are available. The deadline for copy is 1 May 2018

Matthew Flinders at Euston
Readers may remember that in Topmasts 14, May 2015, 
it was reported that following an unveiling ceremony 
at Australia House the statue of Matthew Flinders had 
been moved to the concourse of Euston Station, where 
there have been concerns about the litter on and around 
the base. 

Matthew Flinders died on 19 July 1814 at the age of 
40 from a kidney infection contracted during his time 
abroad, just one day after the report of his discoveries 
was published as the three volume A Voyage to Terra 
Australis. The location of his final resting place is 
uncertain. It is either in St James’s Gardens, once the 
overflow cemetery of St James’s Picadilly, or under 
platforms 12 to 15 of Euston Station. The gardens will 

be lost under the redevelopment of the station for HS2 and were closed 
in June this year. Following a memorial service for those interred there, 
archaeologists are be working closely with HS2 to exhume the 60,000 
bodies before the redevelopment takes place.

Although not directly affected by these works the statue of Matthew 
Flinders and his cat Trim has been moved to a new location outside the 
station, where it is no longer used as a table, and the litter is no longer a 
concern. The picture shows the statue in the new location.

With thanks to Barry Coombs for informing me of the relocation of the 
statue.

Nigel Blanchford
SNR Member

Transactions of the Royal Institution of Naval Architects: 
Copies available to a good home

The World Ship Society has surplus copies of this journal which it is 
anxious to pass to an institution or individual who will give them a good 
home.  Bound volumes are available for most years from 1920 to 1985, 
with a few earlier editions.  They are available free, with the bidder to 
arrange collection from the Society’s Archive and Library in Chatham 
Historical Dockyard or from South West London.  Please contact Dr Roy 
Fenton, WSS Archivist, 18 Durrington Avenue, London SW20 8NT roy@
rfenton.co.uk

Merseyside Maritime Museum
As part of the new Sea Galleries development at Merseyside Maritime 
Museum, National Museums Liverpool is creating an improved Maritime 
Archives research centre.

The improved Archive facilities will open in spring 2018. They will offer 
an enhanced public space providing information about archive material 

mailto:tc.editor@1805club.org
mailto:roy@rfenton.co.uk
mailto:roy@rfenton.co.uk
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relating to Liverpool shipping and seafarers, as well as improved research 
facilities for visitors accessing National Museums Liverpool’s Maritime 
Archives and Library.

To enable this work to take place, Maritime Archives and Library will 
need to temporarily close to the public from 1 September 2017 until spring 
2018, and during this time we will be unable to accommodate researchers 
or answer enquiries.

Sarah Starkey
Curator of Maritime and Slavery Archives

National Museums Liverpool, Merseyside Maritime Museum, 
Albert Dock, l3 4aq, tel. 0151 478 4527

Calls for Papers
Marginalized Histories of the Second World War

11 April 2018 at King’s College, London
This is a one-day workshop as part of the AHRC-funded Teaching and 
Learning War Research Network  to explore the latest research into the 
history, memory and representation of the Second World War (including 
the Holocaust) from an international comparative perspective. 

The event will conclude with a publicly accessible round table reflecting 
on public engagement lessons and ‘hidden histories’ as we move from the 
centenary of the First World War to the major anniversaries of the Second 
World War. Panellists include international curriculum advisors as well 
as representatives from historical research, the museum sector, heritage 
bodies, popular history publishing, and major television/radio networks. 
The round table will be chaired by Helen Weinstein, Creative Director of 
History Works.

This workshop seeks to bring together researchers working on topics 
related to the history, memory and representation of the Second World 
War (including the Holocaust) that go beyond well-worn Eurocentric 
narratives and/or researchers whose work casts light on lesser known 
aspects of the experiences themselves. The term ‘marginalized’ is defined 
broadly with reason in order to encompass the latest research dedicated 
to those narratives of the Second World War and the Holocaust that are 
usually relegated to the side notes or chapters of broader histories and/
or that are not currently central to commemoration in the UK and the 
Commonwealth. How do these experiences relate to the imperial and 
global nature of the conflict? To what extent are these narratives absent 
from popular accounts that tell the history of the war? What narratives 
are marginalized and why? How does ‘peripheralization’ compare across 
different national settings? Where are these narratives marginalized (e.g. 
in the academic world, classroom, wider society?) What memory politics 
contributes to marginalization? How might we close the gap between 
academic research into these areas and public engagement activities here 
in the UK and worldwide?

While the workshop is free to attend for all, the AHRC is generously 
providing up to 15 travel bursaries on a sliding scale (outside Europe 
£500 p.p. max. 3; Europe £350 p.p. max. 4; and within UK but outside 
Greater London area £100 p.p. max. 8) to ensure geographical spread of 
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expertise.  Please indicate on your abstract/in your email whether you 
would like to be considered for the bursary. Priority will be given to PGRs 
and ECRs.

General queries and abstracts of no more than 200 words should be sent 
to Catriona Pennell (C.L.Pennell@exeter.ac.uk) by 30 November 2017. 
Please include a brief biography outlining your research expertise as well 
as your name, organization/institution and contact email.

For full details, please go to:
http://www.britishnavalhistory.com/cfp-marginalised-histories-

second-world-war/

British Commission for Maritime History 
New Researchers in Maritime History Conference 2018

6–7 April 2018 SS Great Britain Bristol 
The British Commission for Maritime History, in association with the ss 
Great Britain Trust invites contributions to its twenty-fourth conference 
for new researchers. Hosted at the Great Western Dockyard in Bristol, 
the conference provides a unique opportunity for new scholars to present 
their work in an historic maritime setting. 

The conference supports emerging scholars who wish to share their 
work in a supportive environment and build relations with other maritime 
historians. We encourage applications from research degree students and 
warmly encourage participation by independent scholars. Contributions 
can address all aspects of maritime history in its broadest sense. 

Those wishing to offer a paper should complete the online form available 
from https://goo.gl/forms/3NIAZhERbptxtSTK2 or from the website 
http://www.maritimehistory.org.uk/new-researchers/

Please direct any queries to h.r.doe@exeter.ac.uk. The deadline is 16 
February 2018.

Anyone interested in attending the conference without presenting a 
paper is also warmly invited to register an interest: further information 
will be sent to you in due course. 

The BCMH is the British branch of the International Commission for 
Maritime History, founded in 1965 as a constituent of the International 
Congress of Historical Sciences. Its mission is to advance the education of 
the public in the subject of maritime history. 

Maritime Exploration and Memory
13–15 September 2018, National Maritime Museum, London
To mark the opening of its new exploration wing in September 2018, the 
National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, invites proposals for papers 
centred on the role and significance of memory in histories of maritime 
exploration.  Over the last few decades maritime exploration in its broadest 
sense has become one of the most exciting fields of study, with researchers 
from many different disciplinary backgrounds enriching, questioning 
and reinterpreting the subject for contemporary audiences. Increasingly, 
indigenous voices are challenging long-held assumptions and introducing 
a greater complexity to histories of encounter, exchange and the legacies 
of exploration. At the same time contemporary artists and writers are re-
imagining exploration for new audiences. This conference is intended to 
consider maritime exploration from the equally vibrant perspective of 

mailto:C.L.Pennell%40exeter.ac.uk?subject=Marginalized%20Histories
http://www.britishnavalhistory.com/cfp-marginalised-histories-second-world-war/
http://www.britishnavalhistory.com/cfp-marginalised-histories-second-world-war/
https://goo.gl/forms/3NIAZhERbptxtSTK2%20or%20from%20the%20website%20http://www.maritimehistory.org.uk/new-researchers/
https://goo.gl/forms/3NIAZhERbptxtSTK2%20or%20from%20the%20website%20http://www.maritimehistory.org.uk/new-researchers/
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memory studies.  Presentations will focus on the history, poetics, and 
material and visual culture of exploration, exploring how these have 
changed over the years and what their legacies have been, and continue to 
be.

Suggested themes for the conference to explore include: interactions between 
historical accounts and cultural representations of exploration; remembering 
first encounters; exploration, public history and memorialization; exploration, 
art and culture; material culture and the collection of objects and their 
competing meanings; the poetics of exploration: literature, photography, 
film and drama; narrating ‘difficult’ histories.

Proposals of no more than one side of A4 and a brief biography should 
be sent to:

Lizelle de Jager, Research Executive, National Maritime Museum, 
London se10 9nf
email ldejager@rmg.co.uk; telephone 0208 312 6716

Deadline for proposals 1 December 2017

Queen’s House Conference 2018 
Elizabeth 1: The Armada and beyond, 1588 to 2018

19–21 April 2018, National Maritime Museum, London
In September 2016, Royal Museums Greenwich acquired the Armada 
portrait of Elizabeth I. This remarkable work of art has captured widespread 
attention from its creation until the present day, providing a defining image 
of what has come to be seen as a critical moment in history: the failed 
invasion of England by the Spanish Armada in the summer of 1588. This 
conference will address this moment in time and its consequences both for 
Elizabeth and her subjects in the immediate aftermath of the Armada and 
for subsequent generations, as the idea of the Virgin Queen and her great 
triumph has been shaped and remade throughout history until the present 
day.

We invite submission of abstracts (300 to 400 words) for twenty-minute 
papers. The deadline for submissions is 1 December 2017. Please direct 
queries, if any, to Janet Dickinson: janet.dickinson@conted.ox.ac.uk or 
Christine Riding: criding@rmg.co.uk and submit proposals and a brief 
biography to research@rmg.co.uk. 

For full details go to: http://www.courtstudies.org/pdf/QH-2018-
CFP-Elizabeth-I-conference-RMG.pdf 

The First World War at Sea: 
Conflict, culture and commemoration

8–10 November 2018 National Maritime Museum, London
This conference will explore the First World War at sea through wide-
ranging themes designed to provide a forum for interdisciplinary research 
and new perspectives on the subject. Focused on both the Royal Navy 
and the merchant marine, the conference will also place the experience of 
the maritime war within the historical context of the years preceding and 
following the conflict.

Topics will include social history, operational history, institutional 
history, cultural history, memory and commemoration.

Please submit proposals of 300 words for individual papers, along with 
a short CV to research@rmg.co.uk

mailto:ldejager@rmg.co.uk
http://www.courtstudies.org/pdf/QH-2018-CFP-Elizabeth-I-conference-RMG.pdf
http://www.courtstudies.org/pdf/QH-2018-CFP-Elizabeth-I-conference-RMG.pdf
mailto:research@rmg.co.uk
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We welcome submissions from academics, local historians 
and community group projects. Call for papers deadline: 1 January 2018

For further details, go to: http://events.history.ac.uk/event/show/16096 
This conference is held in partnership with Gateways to the First World 

War, an Arts and Humanities Research Council-funded centre for public 
engagement with the First World War Centenary.

Conferences
Dockland History Group: 
New Researches Seminar

25 November 2017, Museum of London Docklands
Programme to include:

Law and Disorder, including papers on the London Sailors’ Strike 
of 1768, the ‘Zinc Oxide’ strike and the Thames Police Court
Networks and Organizations, including papers on shipwrights, 
patronage and the Thames Royal Dockyards 1740–1815, the 
creation of the Port of London Authority in 1909 and its early days, 
and London’s coastal shipping networks during the age of sail: 
1650–1830
The Cultural Thames, including papers on convicts and the public 
imagination, the Loyal London and the poetics of the shipyard, and 
leisure and the river in the long eighteenth century. 

This Seminar will take place in the Jack Petchey Room of the Museum 
of London Docklands, West India Quay, (off Hertsmere Road) London, 
e14 5al . 

For further information on the seminar and how to book a place, please 
visit our website at www.docklandshistorygroup.org.uk 

Exhibitions
The Wrens of HMS ‘Caroline’ Travelling Exhibition 

Oral History Project
Women played an important role on HMS Caroline for many years. 
During the Second World War, many of those who served on board 
were women – Wrens from the Women’s Royal Naval Service. As part of 

our Heritage Lottery Funded (NI) 
funded project, we worked with 
the Northern Regional College to 
create an oral history project. This 
commenced with a drop-in day 
in October 2016, onboard HMS 
Caroline. Throughout the project, 
approximately 20 women will have 
shared their memories of serving 
onboard from the 1940s to 1990s. 
A short film was produced, which 
can be seen on our Facebook and 

http://events.history.ac.uk/event/show/16096
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Youtube channels: https://youtu.be/v7p2XWPZtG8 
Our exhibition will be travelling throughout 2017, and can be seen 

in a number of libraries across the country. The exhibition will feature 
memories and photographs collected during the project.
Locations and dates:
Ormeau Road Library 1 November–30 November
Larne Library 1 December–8 January 2018

Events
National Maritime Museum Cornwall

The Coastguard’s Daughter

2 November at the National Maritime Museum Cornwall, Falmouth, 
and until 26 November at venues around Cornwall

Canvas Theatre weaves storytelling and shanty singing to tell a riveting 
true tale about life during the First World War on the Cornish coast: a 
true story inspired this play about the bravery, spirit and musical soul of a 
community living by the push and pull of the tide. 

In 1915 the head coastguard of one maritime village and his crew, left their 
posts in order to enlist in the First World War. It was the coastguard’s wife 
and two teenage daughters who volunteered and took up his mantle. 
Undertaking the responsibility of the perilous post and the long watch, 
looking out over the boats and the bay, staying strong and lighting the 
way.

Poetic and playful, the unique production celebrates and laments what it 
is to live by the laws of the sea. The roles and rhythms of both a community 
at war and working to the beat and sway of the changing tides. Each 
performance will feature live shanty singing from a choir local to the venue.

For details, go to https://www.canvastheatre.co.uk 

Museum Late: 
Tattoo

17 November 2017 7.00 p.m. – 10.30 p.m.
Explore this provocative and challenging show, hear insights from our 
guest curators, see live tattooing as part of our Flash Day, enjoy live music, 
all while enjoying a free drink courtesy of Sailor Jerry. Free rum cocktail 
on arrival!

Live music performed by Leigh Delamere & the Gordanos, ‘Cornwall’s 
premium rhythm’n’blues boogie-woogie ragtime gypsy skifflers’!
https://nmmc.co.uk/2017/10/museum-late-tattoo-17-november-2017/

https://youtu.be/v7p2XWPZtG8
https://www.canvastheatre.co.uk
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Fleet Air Arm Museum
Christmas Concert Under Concorde

14 and 15 December 2017
Join the HMS Heron Volunteer Band for the hugely popular annual 
Christmas Concerts under Concorde. The concert features several classics 
and some festive numbers for the occasion.

By popular demand the 
event will be split over two 
evenings on Thursday 14 and   
Friday 15 December 2017: 
7.30 p.m. start.

Tickets to the event will be 
launched on the 1st of August 
2017 are £15 each and include 
a mince pie and mulled wine 
on arrival. Refreshments and 
a cash bar will be available 
during the mid session interval. 
Bookings now open. 

See http://www.fleetairarm.com/event/100.aspx 

Christmas in the Queen’s House
Thursday, 7 December 2017 18.00–21.30
Join us as we celebrate a vintage ‘White Christmas’ in the Queen’s House. 
Be prepared to sing along with Britain’s biggest boy band, the London 
Gay Men’s Chorus. Be creative with our retro craft events and enjoy a 
1950s cocktail on arrival. The dress code is strictly vintage with a special 
prize for the most glamorous outfit. Be warned, our resident story-teller 
will reveal his favourite Christmas ghost story.

For more information, a programme and to book a place: http://www.
rmg.co.uk/see-do/exhibitions-events/christmas-queen%E2%80%99s-
house

Lectures
Caird Library Research Seminars Programme 2017

27 November 2017 Dressed to Help: Queen Alexandra’s Royal Naval 
Nursing Service, Camilla Ravani, Research Intern

Founded in 1884, the QARNNS was the first Royal Naval nursing service 
and, from the beginning, uniforms played a major role in defining it. This 
seminar explores the themes of women’s rights and individuality through 
the prism of nurse’s uniforms, to illustrate how the surviving uniforms 
can tell us a great deal about women’s clothing, medical care, the navy and 
society from the late nineteenth to mid-twentieth century.
18 December 2017 Cosmopolitan Rats: Rats as Seafarers in the age of 
British Imperialism Kaori Nagal, Caird Short Term Fellow
This paper will discuss the figure of rats as sea voyagers in the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries. In this period, their worldwide spread via sea 
routs closely followed the trajectory of European colonial expansion. By 

http://www.fleetairarm.com/event/100.aspx
http://www.rmg.co.uk/see-do/exhibitions-events/christmas-queen%E2%80%99s-house
http://www.rmg.co.uk/see-do/exhibitions-events/christmas-queen%E2%80%99s-house
http://www.rmg.co.uk/see-do/exhibitions-events/christmas-queen%E2%80%99s-house
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examining their figuration as vermin, vectors, invasive species and fellow 
passengers, it will consider rats’ importance as an integral part of sea life, 
and will characterize the British Empire as an interspecies network.

Seminars are now on Mondays and will be held between 15.30 and 16.30, in 
The Caird Library, Sammy Ofer Wing, The National Maritime Museum, 
Greenwich, London SE10 9NF.

Members of the museum, adult learners, independent researchers, 
academic and university students and members of the public are welcome 
to attend the seminars. No booking necessary!

For further information please contact the Research Administrator on 
020 8312 6716 or email research@rmg.co.uk Convenor Martin Salmon

The British Commission for Maritime History
King’s Maritime History Seminars, 2017–18

9 November 2017 Sea of Contradictions: Black seafarers in the Royal 
Navy S. I. Martin, writer and researcher
23 November 2017 Proctor Memorial Lecture (*hosted by Lloyd’s 
Register, 71 Fenchurch St) Sailing around Belligerents’ Restrictions: 
American shipping to Bordeaux during the French Wars (1793–1815)  Silvia 
Marzagalli, Université de Nice Sophia-Antipolis
7 December 2017 ‘Our Peace was not the Action of Children’: Restoration 
England and Ottoman Algiers, 1660–1688 (title to be confirmed) Steve 
Garnett, University of Canterbury
18 January 2018 Baltic Brigs and Guernsey Sloops: Southampton’s shipping 
patterns in the 1770s Maria Newbery, University of Southampton   
1 February 2018 Decolonisation from the Seas: Mutiny in the Royal Indian 
Navy Naina Manjrekar, SOAS
15 February 2018 The Royal Navy’s First War Staff Course Simon 
Harley, Independent Researcher
1 March 2018 The Curious Case of the ‘Steam Yacht’ Caroline: An incident 
from the Russo-Japanese War in British waters Roger Dence, King’s 
College London

*This seminar series is hosted by the ‘Sir Michael Howard Centre for the 
History of War’, King’s College London, and organized by the British 
Commission for Maritime History (www.maritimehistory.org.uk) in 
association with the Society for Nautical Research.  Meetings take place 
on Thursdays at 17:15 in room K6.07, Dept of War Studies, KCL, Strand, 
wc2r 2ls (6th Floor, King’s Building), with the exception of the Proctor 
Memorial Lecture which takes place at Lloyd’s Register, 71 Fenchurch 
Street, London ec3m 4bs. Admission to this lecture is by ticket only, 
available from Barbara Jones, Information Services, at the above address 
or by emailing Barbara.jones@lr.org.  For further information about the 
King’s Maritime History Seminar, contact Dr Alan James, War Studies, 
KCL, wc2r 2ls (alan.2.james@kcl.ac.uk).

mailto:research%40rmg.co.uk?subject=Caird%20lectures
http://www.maritimehistory.org.uk
mailto:Barbara.jones@lr.org
mailto:alan.2.james@kcl.ac.uk
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Queen’s House Lecture Series
Thursdays to 30 November, 11.00 a.m.–12.30 p.m.
Lost Stuarts: From the Essex rebellion to the battle of Culloden
Covering treason and rebellion, illegitimacy and exile, this lecture series 
examines the forgotten lives and lost causes of the Stuart dynasty.

2 November Henry Stuart, Prince of Wales: The prince who would be 
king  Dr Sarah Fraser, Historian and Biographer
9 November Elizabeth of Bohemia: The Winter Queen Sue Prichard, 
Senior Curator of Art, Royal Museums Greenwich
16 November Prince George of Denmark (1653–1708): The forgotten 
consort Dr Julie Farguson, Lecturer in Early Modern History, St Hilda’s 
College, Oxford
23 November The Last Royal Rebel: The life and death of James, Duke 
of Monmouth Dr Anna Keay, Historian and Director of The Landmark 
Trust
30 November Unfortunate Princes: The Stuarts in exile and the Jacobite 
rebellions Dr Jacqueline Riding, Historian, Art Historians and Research 
Fellow, Birkbeck College, London

To book a place contact 020 8312 6608, email  bookings@rmg.
co.uk  or visit rmg.co.uk/tickets and read more at http://www.rmg.
co.uk/see-do/exhibitions-events/lost-stuarts-essex-rebellion-battle-
culloden#O85LPqUI03sczR3m.99 

Maritime History & Culture Seminar Series at the IHR
Tuesday, 14 November Curating the ‘Black Salt: Britain’s Black Sailors’ 
exhibition Ian Murphy, National Museums Liverpool
Tuesday, 12 December The Last Object in the Museum
The National Maritime Museum’s collaborative doctoral students will 
each give a short presentation on an object, arguing why it is the most 
important in the museum’s collection. 

Jack Avery, University of Bristol and The National Archives
Callum Easton, University of Cambridge  
Katherine Gazzard, National Portrait Gallery and University of East 
Anglia
Erika Jones, University College London
Anna McKay, University of Leicester
Hannah Stockton, Queen Mary, University of London
Maya Wassell Smith, University of Cardiff

Tuesday, 23 January 2018 On the Ocean: The Mediterranean and the 
Atlantic from Prehistory to AD 1500’ Professor Sir Barry Cunliffe, 
University of Oxford
Tuesday, 20 February 2018 The Forgotten Boys of the Sea: Marine Society 
merchant sea apprentices, 1772-1854 Dr Caroline Withall, National 
Maritime Museum

All seminars begin at 17:15 in Wolfson Room I at the Institute of Historical 
Research, University of London, Senate House, London we1e 7hu

Seminars are free of charge and there is no need to book.

mailto:bookings@rmg.co.uk
mailto:bookings@rmg.co.uk
http://www.rmg.co.uk/see-do/exhibitions-events/lost-stuarts-essex-rebellion-battle-culloden#O85LPqUI03sczR3m.99
http://www.rmg.co.uk/see-do/exhibitions-events/lost-stuarts-essex-rebellion-battle-culloden#O85LPqUI03sczR3m.99
http://www.rmg.co.uk/see-do/exhibitions-events/lost-stuarts-essex-rebellion-battle-culloden#O85LPqUI03sczR3m.99
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University of Hull

Blaydes House Maritime History Seminar Programme 
Maritime Historical Studies Centre, Blaydes House, 6 High Street, 

Hull hu1 1ha

6 November 2017 Sea Battles as National Symbols: British and Chilean 
naval history in the maritime art of Thomas J. Somerscales (1843–
1927) Mark Richmond, University of Sussex

4 December War at Sea in the Middle Ages: Weapons and tactics   Susan 
Rose, Roehampton University

8 January 2018 ‘To assist the unfortunate sufferers’: The Royal Navy 
and the Launch of the Shipwrecked Mariners Society, 1839–40 Cathryn 
Pearce, University of Greenwich

5 February The First 6,000 UK Steamships Peter Solar Université Saint-
Louis, Bruxelles

5 March The Women Pirates: Image and Reality  John Appleby, Liverpool 
Hope University

6 April ‘We Trust in God’: searching for Franklin’s crew in the Archives  
Jeremy Michell, National Maritime Museum

The seminars are on Mondays, free of charge and will meet at 6.00 p.m. 
at Blaydes House. Coffee and biscuits will be available from 5.30 p.m. All 
persons interested in any aspect of maritime history are warmly invited to 
attend.

If you have any queries regarding the seminar please contact the Seminar 
Convenor, Dr Martin Wilcox, Email: M.Wilcox@hull.ac.uk; Phone: 01482 
305110

The Blaydes House Maritime History Series is sponsored by the 
Maritime History Trust.

 SNR South

The SNR(South) usually meet at 2 p.m. on the second Saturday of each 
month from October to May but check before you arrive. We meet in 
the Royal Naval Club, 17 Pembroke Road, Old Portsmouth (near the 
Cathedral). Meetings start at 14:00. Members may lunch beforehand in 
the Club (full lunch or bar menu) – and enjoy the view over Southsea 
Common and the Solent while doing so.

11 November AGM followed by The Jutland and HMS ‘Hampshire’ 
Centenary events on Orkney J. Bingeman and D. Baynes

mailto:M.Wilcox@hull.ac.uk
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The Wellington Trust Heritage Evenings
The programme for the next season has recently been published. The 
usual start time is now 18:30, with the Wardroom bar open from 17:45.

12 November Cape Horn Sailor in Soren Larsen Chris Roche
11 December Navigation & Seamanship in Ice Stuart Lawrence
8 January 2018 Royal Society of Marine Artists Geoff Hunt
12 February Voyage of the Thames Sailing Barge ‘Cambria’ Dave Brooks

The lectures are followed by an optional supper – two courses and a glass 
of wine – at a cost of £32 (£27 for WT Friends) with a donation of £5 
requested from those who attend the talk only.

Bookings for the talk (and supper) should be made by the Thursday 
prior to the talk, by calling Alison Harris (0207 836 8179) or email to info@
thewellingtontrust.com 
http://www.thewellingtontrust.com/trust/news?pnum=1

Greenwich University
We are delighted to announce a new series of seminars for the 2017–18 
academic year run jointly between the Royal Geographic Society’s Coastal 
and Marine Research Group and The Greenwich Maritime Centre.

We will be updating our websites shortly with titles, location details, 
abstracts and more but for now please save the dates!

Tuesday 5 December 2017 Art, Resilience and Porosity in the Coastal 
Zone Simon Read  
Wednesday 21 February 2018 State of Maritime History Research
 Dr Cathryn Pearce 
Tuesday 3 April 2018  Environmental Governance of the Oceans
 Dr Tim Stojanovic
http://www.gre.ac.uk/ach/gmc/seminar-series/gmc-and-cmrg-seminar-
series 

RINA Lectures
7 November 2017 The Aircraft Carrier Project Commander Buckenham 
and Captain Groom MBE 
Examination Room, 7th Floor, Riverside Campus, City of Glasgow College, 
21 Thistle Street, g5 9xb. Lecture commences at 18:30. Refreshments from 
18:00. This is a Joint Meeting with the IMarEST
30 November 2017 The Life and Times of Sir Charles Algernon 
Parsons Eddie Kirton, 
Trinity House, Newcastle, ne1 3dq. Lecture commences at 18:15. 
Refreshments from 17:30
19 February 2018 Wreck Preservation Matt Skelhorn, MoD 
Lecture Theatre 1N05, University of the West of England, Bristol, bs16 
1qy Lecture commences at 19:30. Refreshments from 19:00

These public lectures are part of the RINA Regional Committee 
programmes. Full details are available at https://www.rina.org.uk/europe.
html   

http://www.gre.ac.uk/ach/gmc/seminar-series/gmc-and-cmrg-seminar-series
http://www.gre.ac.uk/ach/gmc/seminar-series/gmc-and-cmrg-seminar-series
https://www.rina.org.uk/europe.html
https://www.rina.org.uk/europe.html
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Books by Members
John McAleer and Nigel Rigby Captain Cook and 
the Pacific: Art, exploration and empire Yale University 
Press, 2017, £35

Captain James Cook’s voyages of exploration across 
and around the Pacific Ocean were a marvel of maritime 
achievement, and provided the first accurate map of 
the Pacific. The expeditions answered key scientific, 
economic, and geographic questions, and inspired 
some of the most influential images of the Pacific made 
by Europeans. Now readers can immerse themselves 
in the adventure through the collections of London’s 
National Maritime Museum, which illuminate every 

aspect of the voyages: oil paintings of lush landscapes, scientific and 
navigational instruments, ship plans, globes, charts and maps, rare books 
and manuscripts, coins and medals, ethnographic material, and personal 
effects. Each artefact holds a story that sheds light on Captain Cook, the 
crews he commanded, and the effort’s impact on world history. Showcasing 
one of the richest resources of Cook-related material in the world, this 
publication invites readers to engage with the extraordinary voyages – 
manifested in material culture – and their continuing significance today.

NB Topmasts readers can order this book at the special price of £26.00 
when ordering direct from www.yalebooks.co.uk. Enter promo code 
Y1777 when prompted at the checkout stage of your order. Offer runs 
from 1 November 2017 until 31 January 2018. Free postage and packing 
UK only.

J. David Davies Kings of the Sea: Charles II, James II 
and the Royal Navy Seaforth, 2017, £30

It has always been widely accepted that the Stuart 
kings, Charles II and James II, had an interest in the 
navy and more generally in the sea. Their enthusiastic 
delight in sailing, for instance, is often cited as marking 
the establishment of yachting in England. However, the 
major naval developments in their reigns that effectively 
turned the Royal Navy into a permanent, professional 
fighting force for the first time have traditionally been 
attributed to Samuel Pepys. This new book, based on a 
wide range of new and previously neglected evidence, 

presents a provocative new theory: that the creation of the proper Royal 
Navy was in fact due principally to the Stuart brothers, particularly 
Charles II, who is presented here, not as the lazy monarch neglectful 
of the detail of government, but as a king with an acute and detailed 
interest in naval affairs. The author also demonstrates that Charles Stuart 
predecessors were far more directly involved in naval matters than has 
usually been allowed, and proves that Charles and James command of 
ship design and other technical matters went well beyond the bounds of 

http://yalebooks.co.uk/author_display.asp?sf1=name_exact&st1=JOHNMCALEER&DS=John%20McAleer
http://yalebooks.co.uk/author_display.asp?sf1=name_exact&st1=NIGELRIGBY&DS=Nigel%20Rigby
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dilettante enthusiasm. It is shown how Charles in particular, intervened in 
ship design discussions at a highly technical level. The book also reassesses 
James II s record as a fighting admiral. It is a fascinating journey into 
the world of the Stuart navy and shows how the ‘Kings of the Sea’ were 
absolutely central to the development of its ships, their deployment and 
the officer corps which commanded them; it offers a major reassessment 
of that dynasty’s involvement in naval warfare.

Barry Gough Churchill and Fisher: Titans at the Admiralty 
Seaforth, 2017, £35

A vivid study in the politics and stress of high command, 
this book describes the decisive roles of young Winston 
Churchill as political head of the Admiralty and the ageing 
Admiral Jacky Fisher as professional master and creator of 
Dreadnought, locked together in perilous destiny. Upon 
these Titans at the Admiralty rested Allied command of 
the sea at the moment of its supreme test, the challenge 
presented by the Kaiser’s navy under the dangerous 
Admiral Alfred von Tirpitz. This dual biography, based 
on fresh and thorough appraisal of the Churchill and 

Fisher papers, is a story for the ages. It is about Churchill’s and Fisher’s 
war how each fought it, how they waged it together, and how they fought 
against each other, face to face or behind the scenes. It reveals a strange and 
unique pairing of sea lords who found themselves facing Armageddon and 
seeking to maintain the primacy of the Royal Navy, the guardian of trade, 
the succour of the British peoples, and the shield of Empire.

Steven Gray Steam Power and Sea Power: Coal, the Royal 
Navy, and the British Empire, c. 1870–1914 Cambridge 
Imperial and Post-Colonial Studies Series, Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2017, £66.99

This book examines how the expansion of a steam-powered 
Royal Navy from the second half of the nineteenth century 
had wider ramifications across the British Empire. In 
particular, it considers how steam propulsion made vessels 
utterly dependent on a particular resource – coal – and its 
distribution around the world. In doing so, it shows that 
the ‘coal question’ was central to imperial defence and the 

protection of trade, requiring the creation of infrastructures that spanned 
the globe. This infrastructure required careful management, and the 
processes involved show the development of bureaucracy and the reliance 
on the ‘contractor state’ to ensure this was both robust and able to allow 
swift mobilisation in war. The requirement to stop regularly at foreign 
stations also brought men of the Royal navy into contact with local 
coal heavers, as well as indigenous populations and landscapes. These 
encounters and their dissemination are crucial to our understanding of 
imperial relationships and imaginations at the height of the imperial age. 
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University Courses
University of Exeter

MPhil and PhD courses in Maritime Historical Studies
The Centre for Maritime Historical Studies is the oldest established centre 
for this specialism in a British university. The Centre seeks to promote 
research into economic, social, political, naval and environmental aspects 
of the British maritime past from the earliest times to the present day. 
The Centre holds termly research seminars (in conjunction with the 
Society for Nautical Research), an annual international Maritime History 
Conference and a twice-yearly Strategic Policy Studies Group symposium 
(with associated publication). 

See the website of the Centre for Maritime Historical Studies.

University of Hull

BA History with Maritime History; MA and PhD

Maritime history is the study of humankind’s relationship with the seas and 
oceans. It is a subdiscipline of ‘history’ and cannot survive intellectually 
or philosophically without it. Since humans are terrestrial, the history of 
their encounters with the sea is implicitly an extension of the history of 
lands and their peoples.

The Department of History offers the BA History with Maritime 
History in the field of maritime historical studies. Maritime history modules 
are also offered to students registered on the History Department’s MA 
programmes, while supervision is available for those seeking to undertake 
a PhD.

For more information see:
http://www2.hull.ac.uk/fass/maritimehistoricalstudiesce.aspx 

Portsmouth University

MA Naval History, one year full time or two years 
part time distance learning

What was the Royal Navy’s role in British history, and that of its 
empire?  Why did Nelson become such a hero and how was he 
depicted? Through a unique partnership with the National Museum of the 
Royal Navy, this programme explores these questions in the context of 
400 years of naval history. You will examine the importance of the Royal 
Navy to British and global history, while engaging with the life of the 
ordinary sailor in peace and war, the cult of the naval hero, and the navy – 
and its sailors – in popular culture. To do so, you will draw on a range of 
naval experts, curators, and primary sources, including the rich collections 
of Portsmouth’s naval museums. The flexible distance format allows you 
to learn from leading naval experts as well as the latest scholarship and 
debates in the field. For full details see:
http://www.port.ac.uk/courses/history-politics-and-social-studies/ma-
naval-history/
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University of Southampton

MA/MSc Maritime Archaeology (1 year)
Investigation of the maritime past has gathered rapid momentum in recent 
years, becoming a dynamic and focused field of archaeology. As well as 
investigating submerged landscapes, settlements and shipwrecks, the 
whole ‘coastal zone’ is now being acknowledged as a priority in terms of 
protection, management and research.

Archaeology graduates can develop an exciting specialism through 
studying this Masters in Maritime Archaeology degree. Explore the 
changing relationship people have had with the world’s oceans and seas 
through the technologies of seafaring, histories of environmental change, 
the record from submerged landscapes and coastal sites. You will receive 
either an MA or MSc certificate on successful completion of this course, 
depending on the research and focus of your dissertation.

The Masters course in Maritime Archaeology course provides 
archaeology graduates with a fascinating specialism. Achieved through 
a variety of theoretical classroom learning and practicing archaeology 
in seas, rivers, lakes and intertidal environments. The in depth study of 
past societies and their relationship with the water, provides you with the 
opportunity to observe shipwrecks and the exhumed artefacts. 

http://www.southampton.ac.uk/humanities/postgraduate/taught_
courses/taught_courses/archaeology/v400_ma_msc_maritime_
archaeology.page 

University of Malta

MA Global Maritime Archaeology

The University of Malta offers a new international master’s programme 
in Global Maritime Archaeology. This 13-month intensive course is being 
offered in collaboration with the University of Western Australia and 
Western Australian Museum.

This MA in Global Maritime Archaeology is intended to expose students 
to a broad range of facets that fall within this discipline. Students will be 
able to start and develop their careers in the field of archaeology with 
special emphasis on the maritime and underwater sub-disciplines of the 
subject. Furthermore, students may use the skill garnered from this robust 
course to pursue careers that are not related to archaeology. Skills-sets 
acquired throughout the one year duration of this programme are multi-
dimensional, flexible and most importantly, desirable to stakeholders and 
employers.

We would like to announce that we are offering a scholarship for the 
coming academic year. For further information see:
http://www.um.edu.mt/icp/ma-marine-archaeology

University of Nottingham
Modules in Underwater Archaeology are taught at the Department of 

Archaeology at the University of Nottingham. All levels are offered with 
modules available as part of the Archaeology BA and BSc programmes, a 
Masters by Research and a PhD in underwater archaeology topics.
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The BA Archaeology aims to introduce the discipline of archaeology 
and to explain how archaeologists use evidence to interpret the past. 
Progression from the first-year core modules leads to a more in-depth, 
scientific approach in the second and third years. The Underwater 
Archaeology module functions as an introduction to the subject using 
specific case studies, and will discuss the full range of underwater remains 
from shipwrecks and sunken harbours to logboats and lake dwellings. 

The University also offers a Masters by Research in Underwater 
Archaeology and MA modules in underwater related topics. Research in 
Underwater Archaeology related topics leading to PhD and MPhil is also 
offered.
https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/research/groups/uarc/related-courses/
index.aspx

Society for Nautical Research 
Membership Report

1 July 2017 to 3o September 2017

New Members
Peter May Portsmouth, Hampshire
Brian Tiplady Edinburgh, Scotland
Peter Perrin Bexhill-on-Sea, East Sussex
StevenHaines Chipping Norton, Oxfordshire
Edita Pacovska Hiavni Mesto, Czech republic
David Monagan Cork, Ireland
John Powell Tetbury, Gloucestershire
Karen Bowman Rayleigh, Essex
Ian Blance Malvern, Worcestershire
Keith Williams Brighton, East Sussex
Roger Weston Hammersmith, London
Holly Latham Truro, Cornwall
Anna Holloway Alexandria, Virginia, USA
David Soborski Middletown, New Jersey, USA
Felipe Bravo Tarapacá, Chile
Colin Wilkinson Newmarket, Suffolk
Stephen Green Totnes, Devon
Samantha Jones Argyll and Bute, Scotland
Jack Isbester Colchester, Essex
Allessandra Garofalo Trieste, Italy
Lester May Camden Town, London
IanWilkinson London
Colin Ewart Portsmouth, Hampshire
Jane Foley Powys, Wales
Pablo Lara Vélez Cordoba, Spain
Stephen Keane Driffield, East Riding of Yorkshire
Andrew Muirhead Gibraltar
Ian McLaughlan Salisbury, Wiltshire

https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/research/groups/uarc/related-courses/index.aspx
https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/research/groups/uarc/related-courses/index.aspx
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Students
Laura Burkinshaw Worksop, Nottinghamshire
John Foley Limerick, Ireland
Joshua Horgan Leerderville, Western Australia
Digby Wall Malmesbury, Wiltshire
Graham Whyte Edinburgh, Scotland
Martin Kelly Southampton, Hampshire
Alex Marson Portsmouth, Hampshire

Reported Deaths
A.F. Bennett Newton Ferrers, Devon


